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PRESIDENTS REPORT

A month has gone by now and I have not
received any stories from club members for
the magazine.
Surely someone has a story to tell, it could
be about your purchase and restoration of a
bike and some of the trials and tribulations
of getting it on the road.
The list of things to do gets a little shorter as
we now have the bank account organised
and the club logo is finished.
Secretary Peter Robinson has put together a
welcoming letter for our new members.

The club could still do with a ride coordinator to get the ride calendar under way
so if you think you can help please step forward.

The club put bikes on display at the Dwellingup log chop on Saturday, with eight
Indians on display the day was a success but
highlights the need to get the insurance
sorted out.

Regards

CALENDER OF EVENTS

April 29th

Blessing of the roads at Mandurah foreshore.

Mathew has booked a spot for the club and will be bringing the BBQ so bring your steak and
sausages.
We have been displaying bikes at this event for two years now and the Indians are always well
received.

July 29th Peel Tyre service run by club member Mathew Cook will be holding a bike show to
celebrate their 15th year in business, Mathew is looking for members to display their bikes

September 2012 Bay to Birdwood.
This is reputably the worlds biggest one day rally with over a thousand vehicles taking part.
This year will be even bigger as we join with The Iron Indian Riders Club for the Gypsy tour
from Perth to Adelaide in an epic eight day ride.
For those who wish to do the Perth to Adelaide or the Bay to Birdwood see Murray for details.

The club is looking to fill every month with a ride so if you have a favourite ride please don't by
shy let the club know.
Short rides, long rides it doesn't matter.

Tech tips for your INDIAN

Tech tips for your INDIAN

What’s in a name, lots, in fact it’s what distinguishes us from each other and when it came to
naming the club we went to great lengths to get exactly the name we wanted so names are important..
Why would anyone want to name a motorcycle Indian, well here is an interview with George
Hendee in 1914 and he explains it all.
The Indian motorcycle was named three years before it was even thought of, in 1897.
The Hendee Manufacturing Company was building the Silver King and Silver Queen bicycles, gentlemen's and ladies models respectively, in Springfield.
It’s business was pretty healthy for that time, it’s annual output being in the neighbourhood of
4,000 machines.
Incidentally, it did considerable export business through New York commission houses, these
shipments consisting of what we termed “nameplate” bicycles. When a commission firm
placed an order with us, which usually consisted of 100 bicycles or so, he specified the name
by which that particular lot of machines were to be known, and we attached name plates accordingly.
In the coarse of time, a large number of our machines went abroard under all sorts of names.
Practically all of these bicycles were identical except for the name, and sometimes the colour.
Finally we realised that this practice would have to be stopped, and I made a special trip to
New York to take this matter up with the commission houses.
“Look here”, I said to the manager of the first place I called, “why not discontinue this indiscriminate branding of our goods and send them all out under one name hereafter.
For instance, the name “American Indian” is a pretty good bet, for the American Indian is
known around the world and a bicycle of that name would become equally well known”.
My suggestion instantly appealed to them and those concerned with production.
Fortunately I had little difficulty in persuading our other brokerage customers to fall into line.
Thereafter all of our export bicycles were known as the “American Indian”, but at the factory
we always referred to them simply as the “Indian”.
Soon I realised that in the name “Indian” we had a winner for bicycles, and we just discontinued our other brands then and there and built Indian bicycles exclusively.
When the motorcycle came along, a year or so later, it simply was out of the question to think
of calling it anything but Indian.
This name suited the motorcycle even better than it did the bicycle, and before many moons
passed, this new warrior had deposed the old chief altogether from the wigwam.
That is why there is an Indian motorcycle today.

This advert in the Kalgoorlie miner dated 1926 actually shows a 1921 to early 24 bike.
Armstrong cycles were the Indian dealers in Western Australia and were located in Perth, Fremantle, Kalgoorlie, Boulder, Coolgardie and Bunbury.

